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Spring 2009 - 2010  General Collection & Associated Components - Enhancements Completed 

 Program Type Description 

1. MSD.600 Fix The program is retaining the date selection option in the MSD.600P.04 screen. Could not recreate - fixed already? 

2. MSD.600 Fix Removed the Early Childhood v.1 from the screen.  

3. SR.301BI Enhancement 
A district has requested we remove the edit from within the SR.301BI screen that disallows you from entering English as the primary 
language for an LEP student. The edit will be removed and allow the state to catch any errors associated with English as primary language. 

4. SR.741 Enhancement A report will now be produced when the program is run, just like the SR.721.  

5. ST.5530 Fix The ST.5530 was validating against the SR.301B fields and has been updated to pull data from attributes or tags.  

6. ST5529 Fix ST5529 was upgraded from SMS 8.04 & up. 

7. 
SR.272/ 
SR.274 

Enhancement 

Removed the Resident County Code from SR.272 and created a new program (SR.274) that tracks this as a separate attribute value from 
the Residency Status attribute. Belinda is in the process of writing a conversion program that will move the associated value from the ‘old’ 
Residency Status to the new value. The update will run when the load is installed, but you may need to go into SR.274 and update the 
attribute number if you are changing attributes. 

8. SR.280 Enhancement 
Added Resident County Attribute and Attendance Calculations. MSD.600 will now pull the Resident County Attribute specified in SR.280 
and SR.274. Or if they wish, can still use the previous method (using Residency Status Attribute) but must still have mapped in SR.274 to 
point to the appropriate attribute. 

9. SR.360 Enhancement Removed Homeroom Teacher and added Resident County Code. 

10. STU.301T Enhancement Modified to use the new Attendance Calculation field in SR.280. 

11. STU.303 Enhancement 
Modified the program to require the Incident type for Special Ed suspensions. This is a required field for Sp Ed suspensions sent to the 
state. 

12. SR.500 Enhancement Modified to use new options in SR.280 for attendance and resident county. 

13. MSD.600 Enhancement Modified to use new options in SR.280 for attendance and resident county. 

14. MP.851 Enhancement Modified the program to allow for the import of the new Fall 2009 format, but can also still import the Spring 2009 format. 

15. MP.200 Enhancement Modified the maintenance screens to accommodate the new fields for Fall 2009; cleaned up screens. 

   No longer need to use SR.255 for Discipline mapping. 

   No longer need to run SR.560 as it is now incorporated into MSD.600. 

 

 


